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GOD'S LOVE IS NOT BLIND

(A Communion Meditation)

The entire Bible, Old and New Testaments alike, is an affirmation
of God's love. In it there is a continual reiteration of that very
brief description of God contained in the first epistle of John;
"God is love."

Yes, God is love, and occasionally in certain rare and precious
moments of life, you and I are granted the privilege of knowing him
as love. Most of the time we think of him and know him as a God of
creative activity, or as a God of law and justice. But if we are
fortunate we may once in a great while come to know him as love. That
is to say, we shall experience his love, not just proclaim it as an
act of faith.

To know God as love means to have a deep understanding of his
ways. What little child can understand the depths of genuine parental
love? Does the child recognize the harsh words of warning, or the
occasional disciplinary spanking, as an act of his father's or his
mother's love? Likewise, it is difficult for us, the children of God,
always to recognize the activity of God as being motivated by his love
for us. That God permits us to know suffering and pain and disappoint
ment out of love is extremely difficult for many people to understand.
That God in his love would let Jesus be crucified is for us, with
our poor human understanding, a mystery indeed.

For many of us love is a temporary emotion. We "fall" in love
when we meet the right person with the right vibrations or the right
chemistry. But before long we have come to know that person so well
we fall right back out of love. Real love, that approaches the
quality of God's love, is not something one falls into and out of.
This love is a total way of life, a dedication to the welfare of
another, the commitment of oneself to another's best interests.

We have a saying in our language to the effect that "love is
blind". What it means is that when we "fall" in love we tend to over
look the flaws and weaknesses in the person we love. Someone not
"in love" with that other person would ordinarily see those flaws and
weaknesses. The lover will either not see the weaknesses others see
or will see strengths that others do not see. In any case, the lover
does not "see" in what is considered to be the normal and usual way.
All of that is part of what is referred to as our human nature.

It is precisely human nature that gets in our way when we try
to love as God loves. God not only looks at us but looks into us.
He sees us as we really are. He knows both the good and the evil of
which we are capable. But seeing all of that, he loves us anyway.
God's love is so much greater than ours precisely because it is not
blind; it loves in spite of what it sees.






